Class Schedule
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

7:00am – 8:00am

7:30am – 8:30am

7:00am – 8:00am

Leg
Endurance

Body Flex

Ab-Stamina

Lauren

Lauren

Sunday

Lauren
9:30am-10:30am

Serenity Yoga
Louise

12:30pm-1:30pm

12:30pm-1:30pm

12:30pm – 1:30pm

12:30pm-1:30pm

Boot Camp

Yoga

Intense Tone

Lauren

Louise

Xtreme
Conditioning

Lauren

Lauren
($5 per class)

5:45pm-6:45pm

5:30pm-6:30pm

5:30pm-6:30pm

5:30pm - 6:30pm

Serenity Yoga

Intense Tone

PilateSculpt

Louise

Lauren

Marygrace

Alternating
Leg
Endurance
Lauren
Total Body
Louisa
6:30pm - 7:30pm

Yoga
Louise
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Class Descriptions
Ab-Stamina

Ab-Stamina focuses on strengthening the back and abdominal
muscles for extreme core conditioning. Incorporating bouts of
intense cardio gets the heart pumping.

Body Sculpt

Tones, sculpts and strengthens the entire body targeting all
major muscle groups by using weights or exercise bands. Fun &
effective for all fitness levels.

Boot Camp

Based on calisthenics and interval training. Using your own
body weight in exercises such as pushups, jumping jacks, and
much more.

Body Flex

Full upper body workout using body weight, dumbbells and/or
bands followed by a lower body warm-up and deep stretching

Leg
Endurance

This challenging and effective workout is leg challenging and
heart pumping. Interval training focusing on legs and gluts.

Mat Pilates

This is a low impact class that focuses on the core postural
muscles to create flexibility and alignment.

Pilatesculpt

This class combines the strengthening of core postural
muscles to create flexibility and alignment with a little cardio
and weight training.

Serenity
Yoga

Learn the hatha series of asanas (poses) combined with
breathing to affect your entire state of being. Improve
flexibility, mental focus, energy levels and reduce stress. All
levels welcome. Yoga mats are available.

Total Body

Our "all-in-one" class combines aerobic training and sculpting
using a variety of equipment such as Steps, balls, weights,
tubes and more. A great calorie burner for folks with a lot to
do, but only a little time.

Xtreme
Conditioning

Group Training Session taught by Personal Trainers. Each
session is based on two minute intervals. Focusing on core
stabilization, endurance, and strength exercises. A high
intensity level, but beginners are always welcome. Additional
fees apply.

Yoga

This class takes Yoga positions and fuses them with movement
and breathes to build strength, endurance, and peace of mind.
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